What We Do

thinkWhere is one of the UK’s leading
providers of location-based information
services. Put simply, we’re great
at helping people use geographic
information and GIS to work in more
efficient and profitable ways.
■

Online GIS Services

■

Data Management

■

Consultancy

■

Training Courses

Locating Your
Business Potential
At thinkWhere we truly understand the power and
potential of location-based information to unlock
business intelligence.
As everything happens somewhere, mapping your data or linking it to geographic
features enables you to visualise your data in new ways and to analyse patterns
in your data that were previously hidden.
We have extensive experience working with public and commercial organisations
over the last 20 years in areas as diverse as asset management, environmental
assessment, facility planning, routing, land & property management and
statistical analysis.
We focus on the complete lifecycle for location-based information, with a focus
on realising benefits through the practical application of web, database and GIS
technologies, effective business processes and underlying data management
best practice.

www.thinkwhere.com

Consultancy
Looking for fresh perspective? Whether you’re looking
for Strategy Development, Project Management, Spatial
Analysis or Application Development, our consultancy team
will always consider the technical, system and business
elements associated with a project.
With a range of business, IT and GIS backgrounds, our
consultants can bring fresh ideas to a whole range of
projects and provide you with a complete support package.

Online GIS
Location Centre, our flagship product, is a complete online
GIS service. Integrating business data into Location Centre
allows users to visualise, analyse and communicate their
data in new and easily understood ways.

■ Business Strategy
■ Business Analysis
■ Project Management
■ Spatial Analysis
■ Application Development
■ Service Management & Support

Data Management

Managing, exploring and sharing location-based information
is easy and the intelligence produced can help mould your
organisation’s planning, performance and management
processes. As an Open Source web GIS platform, Location
Centre provides data sharing, workflow management and
operational flexibility at an extremely competitive price.

thinkWhere has over 15 years of experience in providing
high quality GIS and gazetteer data management services.
We provide a comprehensive data management service that
ensures that you and your team get the most out of your
data. Our Data Management training can also give you skills
you need to manage all kinds of geographic data.
As an Ordnance Survey Licensed partner, thinkWhere can
provide a range of OS commercial digital map datasets
directly. We can also source other data sets on your behalf.

■ Hosted GIS system allows for instant access anywhere

■ Data Processing

■ Flexible subscription and pricing models

■ Data Auditing

■ Private Cloud – store everything and access it instantly

■ Data Quality Assurance

■ Full range of industry-standard GIS tools

■ Metadata Solutions

■ Share information as embeddable interactive maps

■ Dedicated Data
Management Training

■ Access to national mapping datastore

Training Courses
Getting the most from GIS can be challenging if you’re not
sure how to tackle what can be a complex subject. We offer
a wide portfolio of competitively priced, targeted GIS training
courses, which cover every aspect of the GIS lifecycle. From
the GIS novice just starting out, to the experienced user
looking to expand their knowledge, we have training courses
suitable for all.
■ Courses cover a range of Open Source
and commercial GIS software
■ Bespoke training to meet your needs
■ Courses accredited by the Association
of Geographic Information (AGI)

For more information about the products and services that we offer
please visit www.thinkwhere.com or call us on 01786 476060
thinkWhere
Glendevon House, Castle Business Park,
Stirling, Scotland FK9 4TZ
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